
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

______________ into your office, and talk it over?1. (we/come/?)May we come

This man is, as I judge, a citizen of Rome, and we ________________ him
as though he were an idolater.
2.

(not/treat)
may not treat

But they _________________ it by this time.3. (past/hear)may have heard

Still, he _______________________ the meeting.4. (past/mention)might have mentioned

_______________________ the heroes of pedestrianism?5.
(I/here/enumerate/?)

May I here enumerate

I _____________ there, but you may!6. (not/go)may not go

Then I ___________ how to act.7. (know)may know

_________________________ gold chains?8. (Christians/not/wear/?)Mayn't Christians wear

A moment's delay _________ fatal.9. (be)may be

The young Prince failed not to appear at the time and place that had been
agreed upon, and, that he ___________________ his lady's honour, he went
in disguise.

10.

(not/injure)
might not injure

There are one or two things that I think you _______________.11.
(not/have)

may not have

Still there is a chance-just a chance that she ______________.12. (not/die)may not die

She _____________ a good comrade for the young, but she is immensely
more fascinating than a semi-wicked old man.
13.

(not/be)
may not be

Her eyes filled with tears as she spoke and she turned her head quickly
that he ________________ them.
14.

(not/see)might not see

_____________ over till the next train?15. (I/stay/?)May I stay

Why, it _____________ her well!16. (make)might make
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________________________ always, and with regard to all objects?17.
(why/it/not/happen/?)

Why may it not happen

____________ that it was wonderful to see you?18. (I/say/?)May I say

How do you know that they ______________ the better of you in another
way?
19.

(not/get)
may not get

As I am on the eve of a long journey from which I _________________, I
have drawn up this narrative of an event the most singular that has ever come
to my knowledge.

20.

(not/return)

may not return
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